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From arbitrary price-setting to a realistic value-based price grounded in country budgets

Healthcare 
Budget

Empirically derived based on 
budgetary allocation to health 
current and projected.

Revealed 
Willingness to 

Pay

Benchmarked against past national 
technology adoption decisions.

Cost-Benefit 
Analysis

Extrapolated VSL within a cost 
benefit framework.

Fiscal Space 
Analysis

Budget neutral based on health 
system savings, economic growth 
and resulting fiscal space.

Calculating Ability to Pay
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Using HTA to Define the Commitment: 
Potential Entry Points
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A “Commitment Pool” Tied to Product Efficacy

• One or more countries would need to take a leadership role as “first movers”—
for example, UK, Norway, Thailand, India and South Africa. Ex-ante HTA for 
those countries would give several important pieces of information: 

• The total value-based market: HTA would provide an upper bound for value-based 
commitments.

• Relative value by country: HTA would show how the total value proposition of a vaccine varies 
across countries.

• Relative value by product profile: HTA would show how the total value proposition of a vaccine 
varies vis-à-vis specific product characteristics.
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Min 
commitment 

pool still 
allows 

originator to 
realize return

Country-specific 
commitment 

“shares” would be 
derived from relative 
value, calculated by 

HTA

Max total 
commitment 

pool still allows 
countries to 

capture portion 
of  economic 

surplus 

Commitment 
pools are for 

revenue with set 
volume, variable 
price based on 

efficacy

Total 
commitment 

pool increases 
to reward 

better 
product 
efficacy

Indicative Schematic for Defining and Dividing a 
Value-Based Commitment

Note: 
Indicative 

Values Only
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Multiple Entrant Competition

• Any vaccine meeting minimum TPP 
can qualify to compete for a portion 
of the BBAMC commitment

• Pre-agreed value-based price is 
maximum that company can charge

• Companies can voluntary lower 
prices below maximum allowed 
level to compete for larger share of 
the market

• Countries must fulfill overall 
revenue commitment but can 
choose between qualifying vaccines

Note: 
Indicative 

Values Only
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Underwriting National Purchase Commitments:
A Simplified Strawman

Other potential 
underwriters could 
include government 
bonds, social impact 
bonds, or national 
bank reserves
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Underwriting National Purchase Commitments:
Additional Steps with Local Licensing

Other potential 
underwriters could 
include government 
bonds, social impact 
bonds, or national 
bank reserves



Benefit Based Price and Volume: 
Axes of Uncertainty



Mapping Essential and Supplementary Governance 
Functions for the BBAMC



BBAMC Proposes a Moderate Level of Collaborative Purchasing


